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CHANGING A WORD : DID WE MEAN THIS ?

WHITHER APPLIED SCIENCE IN ACADEMIA: RISKS
AND OPPORTUNITIES

WORDS INDEED CLOTHE US IN RESPECTABILITY !

WE ARE STILL GRAPPLING WITH SEMANTICS
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Basic research
Fundamental research
Blue sky research
Curiosity driven research
Directed basic research
Use inspired basic research
Translational research
Socially relevant research
Applied research
Development

The lack of precision in our language is symptomatic of
the lack of clarity on the nature of our enterprise

BASIC AND APPLIED SCIENCE : ARE THEY DIFFERENT
?
Metaphor: Buckets of paint vs a painting

There is science and the applications of science :
Louis Pasteur

Pasteur's Quadrant
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BASIC RESEARCH IN TIMES OF CHANGE IN SOCIAL
CONTRACT BETWEEN SCIENCE AND SOCIETY

Solve societal
problems

Do basic
research
(and someone will
solve societal
problems)

OR

(and, by the way, if
you want to do
some fundamental
research, that’s OK

The emergence of concept of use inspired science. It means using basic
science for a purpose and practical problems as stimulus to curiosity driven
research ( G.W. Whitesides and J, Deutch, Nature 460, 21 (2011)

WHY ARE WE IN THIS DILEMMA ?

Answer
• A scientific order, philosophy and public policy
that served us for over seventy five years is now
broken; there is a need to construct a new public
policy framework that will defend future science
• The social contact that defined scientific
enterprise is no longer relevant

SCIENCE AS A SOCIAL CONTRACT

Practitioners
of Science

Political and
Economic
Environment

Society
(Beneficiaries of
science)

PRACTITIONERS OF SCIENCE
• Faculties, scientists,
students, individuals as
well as S&T professionals
in industry universities,
research laboratories,
society, industry, etc.
• To create a virtuous cycle
of wealth creation from
knowledge

Knowledge

Money

Wealth

THE SOCIETY
• The human race in the early part of 21st century is living in an
unprecedented period of peace and prosperity. More people in
the world have been lifted out of penury in the last half a century,
people are healthier, living better and longer. Many basic human
needs have been fulfilled; So it is no wonder an average citizen’s
interest in science and technology has also waned. He is no
longer looking for “miracles of science”
• This does not mean the world has no problems; environment,
energy, global warming, climate change, water etc, are issues
that are threatening the long term survival of this planet.
However, an average human mind cannot grasp issues that do
not impact him in his own life time. To make a case for science
for solutions that are needed in a distant future is no easy task !

THE POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT

•
•
•

•

Shrinking global economy and an aging population is putting severe
pressures on Governments discretionary expenditures
Public policies in science demand quick return on investments implying
relevance and importance to national objectives
While current national objectives may be momentarily worthy, decisions
based solely on this premise may ultimately diminish our capacity to
produce any kind of science
What is considered good science and find support today may fall from
favor tomorrow

The greatest folly in public support for science is the belief that
science can provide solutions to technological problems in the
time frame which defines Government longevity and election
cycles

SCIENCE AND SOCIETY
• In reality, practical importance of scientific discoveries are
often overestimated and hyped, purely for selfish interests.
• Have you wondered how many cures for cancer have been
announced in the last two or three decades ?
• Often, discoveries which initially appear irrelevant turn out to
be of great practical value
• Consequently, the credibility of science driven solutions to
problems faced by the society has suffered damage.
• Common man is more interested in short term solutions that
will make his life better in his life time !
This has led to more and more demand for short
term focus

TRUMP’S SCIENCE AGENDA
Budget Cuts Fiscal 2017
Agency

% cut

DOEARPA

51

EPA

10

NIST

50

NIH

4*

NSF

5

* Budget Cut for NIH recommended for
2018 : 15 %

Obama’s initiative on Precision Medicine, Cancer Moonshot
and Clean Energy unlikely to be funded

SCIENCE IN UNCERTAIN TIMES

SCIENCE IN UNCERTAIN TIMES

Government funding of
science under stress; No
nation is today immune to
this trend.

IN DEFENCE OF BASIC RESEARCH
• Should scientists be restricted by shortsighted
timelines and narrowly defined objectives ?
• Curiosity driven research is under pressure to justify
itself; It is endangered and has become vulnerable
• Today’s prevailing policy is to measure the value of
research solely on whether it is useful, whether the
research addresses a social problem or whether it is
possible to deliver a marketable product in the
foreseeable future, preferably within a few years
On the Usefulness of Useless Knowledge
Nature Reviews, Chemistry, 11 January 2017
Doi:10.1038/S41570-016-0001

THE CONUNDRUM

Why is it that the society is willing to support an
activity as abstract and altruistic as basic scientific
research and an enterprise as large and practical as
the research and development enterprise ?

UTILITARIAN AND ROMANTIC VIEW OF SCIENCE:
BERNAL Vs POLANYI
• Utility is the central
objective of the scientific
enterprise
• Central role of state in
supporting / promoting
science
• The rationale for organized
science, government
funded or directed science

• Individual scientists
pursuing truth leads to
the most efficient social
outcomes

The Social Function of Science, J.D. Bernal,
George Rutledge and Sons, 1939.
Roger Pielke, Nature, 27 March 2014, Vol.
507, 427
The Sage of Science, A. Brown, Oxford
University Press, 2007

Michael Polanyi The Republic of
Science : Its Economic Theory,
Minerva, I , 54 (1962)

THE ROMANTIC VIEW OF SCIENCE
“ Scientific research has to do only with the respect with
which we regard one another, the dignity of men, our love
of culture. It has to do with : are we good painters, good
sculptors, great poets? I mean all the things we really
venerate in our country and are patriotic about. It has
nothing to do directly with defending our country
except to make our country worth defending”

Robert Wilson, arguing for support from the US Congress for
building the Fermi National Accelerator, 1969
Source: Scientific Temperament: Three Lives in Contemporary
Science, P. J.Hilts, Holiday House, 1984

IN DEFENCE OF BASIC RESEARCH
: USELESS KNOWLEDGE

Harpers, issue 179, June/November 1939

THE USEFULNESS OF USELESS
KNOWLEDGE
BY ABRAHAM FLEXNER

r

IT not a curious fact that in a world
steeped in irrational hatreds which
threaten civilization itself, men and
women-old and young-detach
themselves wholly or partly from the angry
current of daily life to devote themselves
to the cultivation of beauty, to the extension of knowledge, to the cure of disease,
to the amelioration of suffering, just as
though fanatics were not simultaneously
engaged in spreading pain, ugliness, and
suffering? The world has always been a
sorry and confused sort of place-yet
poets and artists and scientists have ignored the factors that would, if attended
to, paralyze them. From a practical
point of view, intellectual and spiritual
life is, on the surface, a useless form of
activity, in which men indulge because
they procure for themselves greater satisfactions than are otherwise obtainable.
In this paper I shall concern myself with
the question of the extent to which the
pursuit of these useless satisfactions proves
unexpectedly the source from which undreamed-of utility is derived.
We hear it said with tiresome iteration
that ours is a materialistic age, the main
concern of which should be the wider
distribution of material goods and worldly
opportunities.
The justified outcry of
those who through no fault of their own
are deprived of opportunity and a fair
share of worldly goods therefore diverts
an increasing number of students from
the studies which their fathers pursued to
the equally important and no less urgent
study of social, economic, and govern-

mental problems. I have no quarrel
with this tendency. The world in which
we live is the only world about which our
senses can testify. Unless it is made a
better world, a fairer world, millions
will continue to go to their graves
silent, saddened, and embittered.
I
have myself spent many years pleading
that our schools should become more
acutely aware of the world in which
their pupils and students are destined to
pass their lives. Now I sometimes wonder whether that current has not become
too strong and whether there would be
sufficient opportunity for a full life if
the world were emptied of some of the
useless things that give it spiritual significance; in other words, whether our
conception of what .is useful may not
have become too narrow to be adequate
to the roaming and capricious possibilities of the human spirit.
We may look at this question from two
points of view: the scientific and the
humanistic or spiritual. Let us take the
scientific first. I recall a conversation
which I had some years ago with Mr.
George Eastman on the subject of use.
Mr. Eastman, a wise and gentle farseeing man, gifted with taste in music
and art, had been saying to me that he
meant to devote his vast fortune to the
promotion of education in useful subjects. I ventured to ask him whom he
regarded as the most useful worker in
science in the world. He replied instantaneously: "Marconi." I surprised
him by sayin~, "Whatever pleasure we

A. Flexner, Harpers, issue 179, 544, June-November, 1939

GOVERNMENT (PUBLIC) FUNDED RESEARCH
IS OF A RECENT ORIGIN
 State funding of research is a post world War II
phenomena
 A large part of nineteenth and twentieth century
research and explorations in science were not
funded by the state.
 It was the two wars that gave impetus for the state to
step in and direct research
No government funded research project on energy technology led to
the discovery of steam engine or electricity, nor the discovery of
automobiles and airplanes a programmed outcome of a structured
approach to transportation technology !

PUBLIC FUNDING OF SCIENCE : THE ORIGINS

• The tenet : investment in “basic
research” by a nation ”performed
without thought of practical ends” will
lead to prosperity for its people.
• More money, more Institutions, more
research, more papers and PhD’s will
result in greater prosperity and wealth
creation in society
• This tenet was implicitly accepted by
Governments around the world as an
1945
established public policy
The Cold War fuelled large public investment in science
driven by the military-industrial complex; with the collapse of
the Communism, this rationale was lost

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN SCIENCE AND
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
• The integration of Vannevar Bush’s tenet with the
economic theories of Joseph Schumpeter and Robert
Solow in the early fifties led to the identification of
technology as a factor of production along with land, labour
and capital
• This led to greater justification for Government
investment in S&T as all factors of production were under
the purview of the Government
• The connection between basic research and
macroeconomic growth was based on a linear model that
believed that scientific discoveries lead to invention and
technology, which in turn leads to new products, industrial
growth and job creation

WHY SHOULD GOVERNMENTS (PUBLIC) FUND
SCIENCE ?
• Economic growth and prosperity of a nation depends on
investments in science
• Science is too delicate, precious or strategic to leave it to
non governmental sectors or market forces
• Government intervention is necessary in S&T to prevent
free market failures of emerging technologies
• Government and the scientists who get funded have the
best collective wisdom on the future strategic directions
of science and technology
• Politicians love to fund science; spend small money and
take credit for large successes
• It is patriotic to fund science ( like defending our borders)
• Our country needs to produce more Noble Prize winners

PUBLIC FUNDING OF SCIENCE
• Most of the arguments on why public Government
funding is needed for science have been constructed by
the scientific community themselves ; and almost all of
them are wrong !
• Public funding of science is looked at as charity; we have
lost sight of the economic underpinning of Government
investment in science
• Scientists love public / Government funds, because it
comes with no obligations other than to their own
community; funds from other sources demand far greater
accountability

THE APPROPRIABILITY CONUNDRUM
• How well do the rewards flow back to the investor ( in this
case the Government) who is investing in science and taking
the risk?
• The problem is that the returns from basic research are
large, but they are not appropriable !
• The nature of basic research is that the results freely flow to
the world. The monetization of basic research in terms of
patents, products and economic growth may not necessarily
occur in the laboratory where the work is originally done or
even in the same country.
• Basic research leading to discoveries is a public good with
low appropriability
This shifts the emphasis by Governments to more
appropriable R&D, that is more “D” and less “R”

In today’s lean times, we
need to articulate our
case more powerfully
and in a more
sophisticated way than in
more prosperous times. A
skeptical and stressed
government is entitled to
wonder whether
scientists are the geese
that lay golden eggs or
just another group of
pigs at the trough
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Beyond the science bubble
Research leaders in the United States and elsewhere should address the needs and employment
prospects of taxpayers who have seen little benefit from scientific advances.

O

nequestiondominateddiscussionsat theannual meetingof the
AmericanAssociation for theAdvancement of Science(AAAS)
at theweekend. Researchers, journalistsand sciencelobbyists
squeezed intoconferencerooms, perched on recyclingbinsand sat on
thefloor between rowsof filled chairsasthey strained to listen to those
whotriedtooffer aresponse. Thequestion wasphrasedin variousways,
but thevariationsall boiled down to: how should scienceand scientists
respond to theadministration of President Donald Trump?
Theanswerswerenumeroustoo—frompolitical activismtobetter
communication —and weremet with cheers, applauseand theodd
standingovation. Manyscientistswill haveleft theBoston conference
with renewed hope, or at least asenseof combined purpose. Theyhad
an answer of sorts to their question.
But it’sthewrong question. It isnot Trump that scientistsmust
respond to. Thereal question iswhat sciencecan do for thepeople
whovotedfor him. Exactlywhodidsupport him, andwhy, isstill being
debatedbypolitical scientists, but it’sclear that manyof thosewhovoted
Trumparethosehecanvassedin hiscampaign andcreditedin hisinauguration speech. It ispeoplewho feel left behind by supposed progress
andwhohavesufferedareal or perceivedcollapseintheir qualityof life.

PERSUADINGTHEUNCONVINCED
Onespeaker at the AAASmeeting appropriately sharpened the
challenge. Therearetwotypesof taxpayer: thosewhopayupvoluntarily becausethey believein thepublicgood that themoney generates,
and thosewho pay only becausethey will beput in jail if they don’t.
Howmany scientists, hesuggested, could confidently say their project
wasso important to peoplethat thosepeopleshould bethrown into
prison for not supporting it?
Just tellingthesameold storieswon’t cut it. Themost seductiveof
thesestories—and certainly theonethat scientistsliketo tell themselvesand each other —isthesimplenarrativethat investment in
research feedsinnovation and promoteseconomic growth. ‘It’sthe
economy, stupid’, sothesayinggoes, andasnationsbecomealittleless
stupid by pushingagainst thefrontiersof knowledge, sothebenefitsof
all thisnewinsight spreadfromthelaboratorytothewider population,
as improvements in the standard of living and quality of life.
Thiscomfortablestory hasall thehallmarksof abubblewaiting
to pop. For astart, it alwayshasahappy ending. Thehero of various
quests, scienceslaysthedragon of childhood diseaseand retrievesthe
elixir, if not of everlasting life, then at least of increased lifespan. And
,like all good stories, this one comes with a pleasing twist: for when it
setsoff on itsquest, sciencedoesnot knowexactly which good deedsit
isplanningtoperform. Pureof heart and research, it ismerelyenough
to send our sciencehero out into theworld, with itsconsumables,
overheadsand apostgraduatesquirepaid for by donationsfrom a
grateful and trusting public.
Thisnarrativeistruthful enough to havesustained itself for many

decades. Fromthefamousdiscoveryof theapparentlyuselesslaser that
launched uncountable applications to how Einstein’s theories of relativity underpin theGlobal PositioningSystem—thesestoriesindeed
makeacaseto Trump and hissupportersthat continued investment
in science will help to create companies and jobs.
But asthisjournal andothershavepointedout, it isalsoclear that the
needsof millionsof peoplein theUnited States(and billionsof people
aroundtheworld) arenot well enoughservedbytheagendasandintereststhat drivemuchof modern science. Thereareplentyof reportsthat
show, for example, howpublicinvestment in theHuman GenomeProject haspaidoff manytimesover andcreatedfirmsandjobs, but rather
than tricklingdown through society, these
“ Theneeds
benefitsof discoverysciencearguablydeepen
of millions of
thepoolsof wealth and privilegealready in
peoplein the
place—creatingexpensivenew drugsthat
United States
most peoplecannot afford.
It isright that morescientistsshould tell
arenot well
storiesof thegood their research can do. But
enough served
it ismoreimportant and urgent than ever
by theagendas
that researchersshould question how these
and interests
storiesreally end —and whether too many
that drivemuch
of thepeopletheyclaimtoact for don’t really
of modern
get to livehappily ever after. Equally, they
science.”
should focusmoreeffort on howscienceeducation andscientificresearch can help themanywhosejobsaregoing
to be displaced by the very inventions that scientists are producing.
As they ponder their next movein responseto the election of
Trump, scienceorganizations—universities, funders, supportersand
therest —should look harder at social problemsand opportunities,
and seek ways for science to help.
For example, some universities are increasingly engaging in
climate-changeadaptation. Therewill beemployment opportunitiesin
creatingcompaniesthat help citiesand other regional communities
to protect themselvesfrom climatechange(whatever thesceptics
maybesaying), stimulated bythereadily applicableand intellectually
stimulatinginsightsand improved decision-makingthat research will
deliver.
More universities, for example, could follow the example of
Michigan StateUniversity in East Lansing, in buildingstronger links
withtheir local communities, and seekingtowork withthemtotackle
research problems that affect their quality of life. Theseincludemonitoringsoil andwater quality, for example, andaddressingthechallenges
of regional demographics, such asthelargenumbersof elderly people
wholivealonein someregionsandhowtodeliver health caretothem.
Thereis also a need to tell thesestories compellingly — stories that
areharder totell andof lessglobal impact than thehunt for fundamental particlesor newmaterials. And themost important audiencesmay
not be inclined to listen. But those audiences matter. ■

Do the needs of the people
served by the agenda and
interests of modern science
?

Stories of impact of science on society is
becoming harder to tell; and our
stakeholders are increasingly
less inclined to listen
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Nature, 23 February 2017, p.391

TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE IN ACADEMIA

• What is translational science ?
• What systemic changes in academia are needed
to enable translational science ?
• What are the risks or opportunities ?
• What is the ecosystem needed for translational
science?
• Is there a case for a new model for educating and
training the future scientists?
Simply put, the “D” in R&D means translation !

TRANSLATIONAL SCIENCE
•

•
•
•
•
•

Translational research is a way of thought about conducting scientific
research to make the results of research applicable to population under
study and is practiced in the natural, biological and social sciences
(en.wikipedia.org/wiki/translational-research)
A term originally used in biology and medical science by NIH
Develop, design, engineer and produce/ commercialize: from bench to
bedside
Translation of discoveries to applications was once the exclusive domain
of industry
With industry stepping back, Government through public funding is
increasingly stepping in to fill the vacuum, especially in high risk R&D
Success of translational efforts( defined as commercial success) using
public funds still not proven

The belief that public funds invested on needs identified by Government
and focused on direct applications is the panacea for our ills goes
against the lessons of history; Government picking technology winners is
beset with great dangers and risks; exceptions are those solutions which
are outside of the market forces

INDIA’S PUBLIC FUNDED S&T FOCUS SHIFTING TO
TRANSLATIONAL RESEARCH
• DBT : Commercialize public funded R&D; create TTO’s :
150; Technology and Business Incubators : 40
• DST : Promote start ups and high risk as well as industry
relevant research
• DST setting up Technology Research Centres at five
scientific institutions at an estimated cost of 100 crores
• Funding to technology platforms in areas such as electric
mobility, waste management and advanced manufacturing
processes upto TRL levels of 6-7
How much does amelioration of society’s problems require
frontier science and how much clever application of known
science ? Should Government only focus on those areas which
are not served by the market forces ?

LEARNING TO MANOUVERE THE “VALLEY OF
DEATH”
Applications
Validation
Markets
High Risk

Knowledge
Solutions
Ideas
Low Risk
RISK
MITIGATION

Too often an obsession with inventing something “totally new” or unique
versus extracting value from the creative understanding of what is already
known;
Translation and innovation is more about prospecting, refining , mining and
adding value; this requires an ecosystem

TRANSLATING SCIENCE – THE ECOSYSTEM
Problem/
Need
Technology
idea/
opportunity

Key proofs of
concept and
“do-ability”

Prototype/
demonstration
stage

Rights/ trials/
approvals

Commercial
production

Product in use

Solutions
space

Research
infrastructure
Knowledge
workers
People who
understand
problems/
market needs

Research
funding

CS, CA, legal, prof
Complementing
services
technology
Regulatory,
Engineering/
People who can
certification
prototyping/ scale‐up/
map knowledge to
experts
optimization experts
problems/ needs
Inventors
Patent
professionals
Proof of concept
funding

Entrepreneurs and mentors
Grant support for
technology risk

Risk finance and
venture investors

Incubator facilities
Scale‐up/ validation/
tech de‐risking seed
funding

Suppliers
Bus Dev/ applications
dev experts
Quality control, QA
experts
Managers
Larger space to grow
into

Market entry/ business
model de‐risking/ early
stage venture funding

Growth/
expansion
funding

INDUSTRY- ACADEMIA INTERFACE NECESSARY FOR
SUCCESSFUL TRANSLATION
Several myths pervade academia–industry interaction
•
•
•
•
•
•

Industry has to depend on academia for new ideas and concepts
Cost of performing research in an academic institution is low
compared to performing in industry
The IP generated by academia is undervalued by industry
Industry’s problems do not need cutting edge science
The reward that industry offers to academic partners is a small
fraction of what the industry gains and is often inequitable
“We can buy any technology that we need”; industry believes it
can acquire businesses with technology rather than develop

INDUSTRY- ACADEMIA INTERFACE: REALITIES
• Academia generally overestimates the value of its IP, In the
quest for windfall financial returns public institutions demand
all encompassing IP rights and subsequent royalty payments
from the corporate sector with such vigour that many projects
are terminated by the lawyers
• Scientists in public organization vastly underestimate the
effort needed to move an idea to a new product or service
for which there is a commercial demand. This naivety can
make negotiations over IPR and royalty issue an exercise in
frustration
• Academia has poor appreciation of market risks of a new
technology
• Academia has poor understanding of regulatory and EHS
issues

INDUSTRY- ACADEMIA INTERFACE: REALITIES
• Academia has poor understanding of regulatory and
environment, health and safety issues
• Academia has a misplaced goal of revenue generation from
working with industry ; give us the money and we will work
on something related to your interest”
• Scientists are usually looking for support for their own ideas,
not tuning their research to suit the needs of the industry
• Timescales in public institutions are much longer than
companies can tolerate; companies are generally not in
business to fund PhD thesis

RELATIONSHIP BUILDING KEY TO SUCCESSFUL INDUSTRY
ACADEMIA PARTNERSHIP

• Building a relationship in life involves, courtship,
engagement, wedding, consummation and learning to live
amicably
• When building a relationship with industry we need to go
through the same stages, namely, build trust and faith,
establish credibility and usefulness, provide confidence
that one can stay together and, going far and beyond the
written contract and avoid all conflicts of interests
• There is an underlying feeling of suspicion when we have
to deal with thecprivate sector; this is a legacy problem
Building a relationship is not a mere contract or transaction;
one has to invest enormous time and effort to make it succeed

THE PARTNERSHIP CONTINUUM
(Source: Guiding Principles of University- Industry Endeavors, April
2006 )

Support
•

Involvement
•
•
•
•

Research grant
Internship
Visiting faculty
Advisory Committee
(industry and
academia)

•
•

Workshop /
seminars
Hardware grant
Philanthropic
support

Sponsorship

Support

Sponsorship
•
•

Involvement
Awareness

Awareness
•
•

Campus
visits/industry visits
Campus Placements

Research fellowship
Collaborative
research

Partnership

Partnership
•
•
•
•
•

Strategy
development
Joint Development
Industry consultant
Industry Consortia
Joint industryacademia research
facilities

SHOULD ACADEMIA PATENT ?
• Most misunderstood aspect of Indian S&T
• Patents are not mere indicators for defining the vitality of
innovation; it must have a strategic and tactical intent
• Global companies have a keen desire to protect
discoveries; Indian companies averse since patents are
disclosures with little legal protection against infringement in
India
• What should be protected and what should not be; where to
protect and where not? Skill sets for decision making do not
exist in most organizations
• Moral Hazard in decision to patent by academic institution;
Institutions and Government pick up the cost of patenting,
but do not bear the consequence of that decision

ISSUES IN EXPLOITATION OF ACADEMIC RESEARCH
• One extreme view is that academic research and
commercial considerations of results do not mix
• Commercial considerations of research do create conflict in
academia between the need to disseminate knowledge and
limit access to knowledge
• Public pays twice for the same invention; taxes support
university research that yields the invention and the high
monopoly prices charged by the provider when the invention
reaches the market
• Two high profile cases highlight this dilemma today
- CRISPR Cas9 : MIT and U of California at Berkeley
- Zika Virus vaccine and Sanofi

SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND MARKETS

Science

Markets

• Opportunities
• Feasibility
• Desirability

Can I do it ?

Is it worth doing it ?

• Uniqueness
• Customer choice Does anyone need what I am doing ?
• Will the customer pay ?

TRANSLATION

Technology

• Possibilities
• Options
• Solutions

THE BUSINESS OF INNOVATION
•
•
•

•
•

If necessity is the mother of invention, then innovation is its daughter
and entrepreneurship its father.
Cross pollination of invention and entrepreneurship effectively
spawns innovation; intersection of invention, innovation and
entrepreneurship is necessary for creating wealth
A scientists or inventor creating fabulous products as a cerebral
exercise is never going to impact the world unless that product is is
tested, adapted and transformed for mass use and distributed,
usually for commercial gain
An invention may have little or no economic value in spite of having
intellectual value.
Too often an obsession with inventing something “totally new” or
unique versus extracting value from the creative understanding of
what is already known

STRATEGIES FOR PRODUCT INNOVATION
•
•
•
•

•
•

•

Product design for BoP ( Frugal Innovation) or ToP application segment
BoP customer is increasingly demanding higher functionality at lower
price
Value to a customer is defined as the ratio of functionality to price;
discerning customers place importance on value rather than price
Should a new product entry maximize functionality to achieve a niche or
high end application or create a low functionality product at a price that
is affordable?
Is it possible to create cutting edge innovation in high technology
products focusing only on BoP segment?
Most successful innovations began as products with high functionalities
( at high price) for niche applications. Building scale and
learning/experience curve brought the price down and made it
affordable to a larger segment of customers
Most products developed by advanced countries enter application in
emerging markets at appropriate price points

THE FUTURE OF SCIENCE
• Science increasingly is interdisciplinary and cross functional
• New paradigms in research funding; public funding
increasingly tied to demonstrating measurable benefits to
society
• Turbulence on global economy and politics beset with
income inequality, low growth, anti-intellectualism and
oscillations between globalization and isolationism
• An impatient citizenry, looking for quick solutions and
increasingly aspiring for an “ideal” world, which may be
beyond our reach
Science, technology and public policy is yet to come to
terms with this new reality; we seem to be seeking solutions
to future problems using old processes and methods

SCIENCE IN THE 21st CENTURY

• Scientific, technological and social trends are rapidly
transforming the way we live and work
• Technology is ubiquitous in the world we inhabit today; yet
an average citizen has far little understanding of science
and technology today than in the past
• Public policy discourse has also tended to become biased,
opinionated with selective dissemination of information
• We all realize that science and technology have to provide
answers to many critical problems that we face today; yet
we do not have a coherent and shared vision of how we will
accomplish this goal

It is very hard to bring a new material to market. Unfortunately
the rules of the game are not set by the rules of scientific
knowledge, but by the rules of economic and development…….
Where money goes is not always where the best technology is.
K. Novoselov, Nobel Laureate, 2010
University of Manchester
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for your patient listening

